Urban fabric similarity analysis and classification represent a useful analysis framework in many urban studies. Classical approaches include qualitative descriptions or manually selected indicators, depending largely on the researcher's knowledge. This paper proposes a new method for extracting concise and integrated quantitative indicators to represent urban fabrics via deep learning. Figure-ground images are taken as training data for a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) model, and the outputs of the neurons in the bottleneck layer of the CAE are extracted as the compressed feature vectors (CFVs) to represent the plots. Then, the plots can be compared, clustered and visualized based on these CFVs. In this study, 345 residential plots of Nanjing, China are taken as samples to demonstrate the modeling process, clustering and visualizations. The results show that the CFV is an effective indicator to represent urban fabrics. The generation of the CFV takes into consideration both statistical and geometrical features, with the latter normally described qualitatively as patterns. CFV consists of several aspects of urban fabric without the need to balance the weights. The CFV can serve as a basis for further urban development interpretations, morpho-typology studies and other social, economic and microclimate studies that have relationships with the urban fabric.
I. INTRODUCTION
Urban morphology refers to the study of urban forms, including their spatial patterns, the transformation process of the built areas and physical characteristics. The urban fabric is part of the major research theme in the field of urban morphology [1] . The study of the urban fabric began in Roman times and has engaged the attention of both physical geographers and human geographers over time.
The concept of ''type'' proposed by Quatremere de Quincy in 1825 provides an analysis framework for urban studies and facilitates other related analyses. The similarity analysis of urban fabrics within the morphological realm mainly belong to typo-morphology studies, which combine typology theory and morphology theory. The idea of the typological process The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Ashish Mahajan.
sheds light on the continuity of the components of the urban form during historical development and reveals the significance of the intrinsic relations between urban tissues and spatial configurations [2] .
Since an urban fabric determines the spatial distribution and influences citizens' lives, many studies link urban fabric types to aspects of a city's climate, transportation, social effects, etc. A typical application to link urban fabric types and other urban performances is provided by the urban microclimate field. For example, in a study of French urban fabric and climate [3] , a supervised classification was conducted on the basis of 10 urban fabric typological classes, and a processing chain was proposed to realize the indicator calculation and urban fabric classification for any French municipality according to the reference data.
An urban fabric consists of different aspects and can thus be evaluated in separate views. Since the Nolli Map was presented in 1748, scholars have begun to read and interpret urban fabrics by figure-ground images. In addition to the early studies of conceptual and qualitative descriptions [4] , [5] , recent researchers have begun to interpret urban fabrics in quantitative ways, i.e., by considering the size, shape, open space allocation and other geometry characteristics [6] . For the social science of urban studies, the introduction of quantitative interpretations makes a difference in avoiding observers' personal cognition and cultural limitations and further facilitates information exchange in a clear and precise manner.
In quantitative evaluations, researchers make concise but informative descriptions by picking and adjusting the weight of features. Previous studies have shown that scalar measures (e.g., footprints, floor area and building numbers), geometrical measures (e.g., roughness and edge length), and topological measures (e.g., connectivity, entropy and other space syntax properties) are the three main approaches of quantitative evaluations [7] , [8] . The GSI (ground space index), FSI (floor space index), and street density may be the most commonly used statistical indicators to form a morphological description of blocks [9] . Some researchers have even introduced more features to achieve relatively complete descriptions. For example, in the research of Lisbon blocks, twenty-four indicators describing the block morphology, density and streets mobility were chosen and clustered with the kmeans algorithm [10] . However, there are still many missing facts, especially the geometric information of the fabric, such as the plot's direction and shape and the composition of buildings, which are hard to represent numerically. In conclusion, it is difficult to create a complete description by surveying the indicators independently.
To establish an effective description, two facets of obstacles are observed. First, the indicators are selected by the researcher and are thus strongly influenced by the researcher's own experience, and preconceived opinions may lead the research in biased directions. Second, determining a method of assigning weight to the massive indicators may be a very complicated task. For example, some of the indicators have strong correlations that make it troublesome to determine their weight. In a study examining the blocks in Hankou City, China, the author found that among the chosen five indicators, fragmentation and the number of buildings present a very high correlation, with a Spearman's coefficient value of 0.978 [11] . In addition to the correlations among similar indicators, many studies in the Space Syntax field confirm the strong correlations among the topological indicators, human activity and construction status [12] . In this sense, some of the urban fabric characteristics may be represented repeatedly, thereby causing a deviation in the comprehensive description.
According to the previous discussion, a fully automated feature extraction approach may offer an opportunity to overcome the downsides of manually processing indicator approaches. The pictorial representation of an urban fabric can be taken as the data source for image processing. Thus, a possible approach is feature extraction of the images.
Feature extraction is the transformation of the original data to a data set with a reduced number of variables that contain the most discriminatory information [13] . The feature extraction output can be feature vectors that contain the information of the overall characteristics of the given data. Another advantage of the feature vector is that it facilitates further analysis, such as pattern recognition, comparison and classification, by calculating the distances between them. In different studies, the requirements of the dimension of feature vectors may differ. The method should reach a balance of accuracy and conciseness to meet the study's requirements.
Since Hinton proposed the concept of an autoencoder (AE) in 2006, deep learning techniques in the machine learning field have been developing rapidly, with a number of tools for the dimensionality reduction of large amounts of data emerging. The AE is one of the tools that can satisfactorily cope with nonlinear problems by training a multilayer neural network with a small central layer to reconstruct high dimensional input vectors [14] . Since then, advanced algorithms, such as the sparse AE (SAE) and convolutional AE (CAE), and related deep learning methods, such as restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs), have been applied to complicated massive data processing. These algorithms have facilitated important empirical successes in a number of traditional artificial intelligence (AI) application fields, such as computer vision and natural language processing [15] . However, the application of these algorithms in the urban design and urban morphology fields has not been fully explored yet.
This paper aims to develop a novel method of generating concise and integrated indicators of urban fabrics based on a CAE. In this research, rasterized figure-ground images of residential plots are used as training data. After training with a deep CAE, the outputs of neurons in the middle layer of the neural network are extracted as the compressed feature vectors (CFVs) of the plots. The generation of CFVs can be considered a kind of image compression technology that can compress pictures into low-dimensional vectors and ensure that the most important features of pictures are retained in the vector data. The feature vectors are ''compressed'' because the number of neurons in the middle layer can be as few as three, thus rendering it a low-dimensional feature vector. The validity of the CAE model can be tested by calculating the error between inputs and outputs. The original plots can be compared, clustered or similarity searched based on these CFVs. The contributions of this paper can be viewed in several ways:
• This study is an interdisciplinary study that combines social science and computer science, and it applies the latest deep learning techniques to the field of urban morphology.
• This study provides a feasible way to comprehensively represent urban fabrics that excludes the artificial selection of preexisting morphological indicators, thereby avoiding subjective constraints.
• Classical approaches for performing the same task are either qualitative descriptions of patterns or a synthesis VOLUME 7, 2019 of separately calculated indicators. The new indicator takes into consideration both the above two aspects at the same time.
• The proposed approach works in an unsupervised manner and does not require any labeled training data, reducing the difficulties in collecting training data in real applications.
• The dimension of new indicators, i.e., the CFVs, can be changed arbitrarily on demand by changing the size of neurons in the middle layer of the CAE. Therefore, these new indicators can be conveniently adapted for further applications of classification, evaluation, pattern recognition and generative urban design projects. This paper is organized as follows. First, the form and applications of the urban fabric similarity analysis and classification methods are introduced. Then, the concept of the CFV, which uses an image compressing method to represent the urban fabric, is described. Second, the principle and training process of the CAE is briefly explained, and a CAE model is built to develop the CFVs of sample residential plots in Nanjing, China. Then, the relationship between the CFVs and several commonly used statistical indicators is presented using six typical plots. The hierarchical clustering result based on CFVs is evaluated, the urban meaning is interpreted by two typical statistical indicators and the difference with classical classification methods is elaborated. Then, visualizations of the whole sample set are produced as feasible applications. Finally, the advantages, limits and prospects of this approach are discussed.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS A. A URBAN STUDIES BASED ON FABRIC SIMILARITY ANALYSIS STUDIES
Because human settlements are so diverse and complex, the interpretations of urban environments are multifaceted and include the physical space, economy, social issues, energy consumption, etc. Urban morphology is a main research focus and can be defined as the study of the spatial and physical characteristics of towns and cities as a result of spontaneous and purposeful building practices [2] , [16] , and it reflects various social and economic aspects of the city [17] . Among the main schools of urban morphology, the Italian Muratori-Caniggian School developed a typo-morphological approach of the city form that offers an analogous perspective for research on urban forms. These researchers proposed the concepts of ''typological process'' and ''synchronic variant'' to interpret the development and evolution of urban areas.
In recent decades, typo-morphological studies have extended the field by emphasizing the typological contribution on the morphological analysis of the urban fabric [18] . Against the background of rapid globalization, one of the largest problems is the loss of city identity, especially in the newly developed areas that are adjacent to traditional areas. Thus, typo-morphological approaches have been widely applied in various urban studies, such as Turkey [19] , Canada [20] , Japan [21] and China [22] , to study urban growth and their unique morphological characteristics. For example, in a case study in China, the researcher used a typo-morphological approach for Nanjing City with the goal of revealing the local synchronic types and typological processes of particular urban forms and generating design suggestions for the local context to maintain cultural continuity and create high-quality urban spaces [23] . Urban fabric similarity analysis also facilitates the predesign stage as contextualization for the site [24] . The concept of an urban fabric type is also useful in fields other than urban design, such as in urban microclimate applications. The urban fabric influences the flow of air and the allocation of sunlight, which determine the urban microclimate. Thus, similar urban fabrics may result in similar urban microclimates. In an acid rain study, the author derived a system of 17 neighborhood-scale ''urban terrain zones'' in 10 cities in the USA. The classification considers two aspects of urban morphology elements of the geometry and street configuration [25] . Scholars advanced the study to establish a ''local climate zone'' by integrating built type and land cover types to provide a research framework for urban heat island studies. The classification of different urban fabrics here helps to facilitate clear data exchange and sharing [26] .
B. CLASSIFICATION METHODS OF URBAN FABRICS
For morphology scholars, the basic elements of urban morphology are streets, plots and buildings. Under the classical hierarchical system proposed by Conzen, the plot includes buildings and is contained in the blocks divided by the streets [4] . Accordingly, an urban fabric also has different scales and can refer to the whole structure of the city or the building allocations within a plot. In most studies, the classification of urban fabric types is performed manually because the associated databases are relatively small and intuitive; therefore, urban scholars are used to analyzing the limited data with disciplinary knowledge and experience.
The geometry of the urban fabric is represented by ''figure-ground'' images advocated by Roger Trancik. In this approach, the starting point is the shape of buildings and voids, and the relationship between them [27] . For example, in the study of Mery-la-Bataille, a small village in France, Kropf recognized different urban tissue fabric types regarding the building position, outline and arrangements [28] . A simple classification basis is the building type inside the plots. In a study of Suzhou City, the author mapped different fabric types, such as ''small compact house'', ''slab buildings'', ''recent large complex'', etc. [29] . In microclimate studies, the classification criteria include the impervious fraction, building height, spacing and other spatial elements that may affect the temperature. For example, in the local climate zone application in a Phoenix mid-afternoon microclimate study, the local neighborhoods are recognized as ''open low-rise'', ''open mid-rise'', ''compact low-rise'', ''compact mid-rise'' and ''compact high-rise'', to fit the abstracted models of different types [30] .
Different interpretations of the urban fabric are based on different understandings of the urban areas. In addition, the difference in interpretative views leads to different focuses and approaches in creating mathematical models. Emphasizing the correlation between statistical indicators and built forms, Dutch scholar Meta Berghauser Pont established a matrix called Spacemate, with its X axis as the GSI and Y axis as the FSI to represent the morphological characteristic of a block. Therefore, a block can be represented as a point in the matrix. These authors further proposed that different fabric types occupy different zones in the matrix. The fabric types are recognized as the ''low-rise point'' shape, ''low-rise strip'' shape, ''low-rise block'' shape, etc..
To visualize and define the urban fabric type, Spacemate only uses three indicators at one time. However, there are a number of aspects of urban fabric that are worth measuring. Thus, classical work in this field must face a dilemma. On the one hand, it is difficult to include many features indicating the shape, size, their combination and the amount of buildings. On the other hand, it is challenging to simplify the facets to achieve generalized, unbiased, and succinct indicators to facilitate further work. The artificial selection of features will cause information loss. Therefore, for a long time, the quantitative analysis of urban fabric mainly focused on elements that facilitate abstraction, such as street networks, and elementary statistics, such as the building density and floor area ratio. The dimensions of the indicators are not flexible in the suite of different application scenes.
In recent years, due to the development and influence of big data, deep learning and other techniques in computer science, new possibilities have emerged for data acquisition and processing. For example, online data scrawling can be used to obtain vast worldwide data, raising new opportunities and challenges for urban data processing. Although deep learning techniques have been applied in many disciplines, urban design studies rarely apply these techniques, especially in the urban morphology field. The most common deep learning application in the urban design field is image recognition of street view photos, such as Google street photos, and building facade classifications based on big data. The only application related to urban morphology is the use of self-organizing maps (SOMs) to evaluate the street network of OpenStreetMap data; SOMs have been applied for data mining and the clustering of cities on a large scale based on street networks [31] . The adoption of new tools has the potential to overcome obstacles to implementation, such as the data volume and computational complexity and accuracy, and provides a more objective perspective for generating new insights on the urban fabric and discovering new data.
C. AUTOENCODER FOR IMAGE RECOGNITION
A variety of artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been developed for machine learning, especially for classification and clustering. For image recognition, researchers have attempted to construct a deep architecture ANN that imitates the human vision system to detect the characteristics of objects in images. Today, deep learning or representation learning methods have achieved a remarkable string of empirical success both in academia and industry [32] .
Feature data are required when performing clustering or comparisons. However, for high-dimension data samples, dimension reduction must be conducted first to reduce the computational load and remove unimportant features and noise. AE is a good candidate for nonlinear transformation. AE is a type of neural network used in data compression, feature retraction and generative models. High-dimensional data can be converted to low-dimensional vectors by training a multilayer neural network consisting of an input layer, hidden layers and an output layer. The middle layer of the hidden layers is also called the bottleneck layer. Normally, the input layer and the output layer have the same number of neurons, whereas the bottleneck layer has fewer neurons than the others. The data in the input layer are first encoded into the bottleneck layer and then decoded into the output layer. The AE aims to transform inputs into outputs with the least amount of distortion. The outputs of the neurons in the bottleneck layer can be regarded as a succinct representation (i.e., main features) of the input data since the input data can be reconstructed from it.
However, in the AE's architecture, all neurons are fully connected to their previous layer, which leads to a large amount of weight adjustment during the learning process when facing high-resolution images. The invention of the convolutional neural network (CNN) led to a more efficient approach for high-resolution images. In a CNN, convolutional layers and pooling layers are introduced to reduce the connections between different layers. A convolutional layer applies a convolution operation to the input data. A filter of size 5 × 5 requires only 25 weights. The pooling layer, e.g., max pooling layer, uses the maximum value from each of a block of neurons in the prior layer, which acts as a down sampling layer and significantly reduces the number of neurons. In this way, the relationship between pixels can be preserved (i.e., the local structure of data) and significantly reduce parameters, thereby resolving the vanishing or exploding gradients problem while training traditional fully connected neural networks with many layers by using the backpropagation training method.
When training the CNN, instead of manually engineering convolutional filters, the CAE has been introduced to let the model learn the optimal filters. Compared to the conventional AE, the CAE adds several convolutional and pooling layers before and after the fully connected layers, which help the down sampling and up sampling of the data. Due to this convolutional nature, CAEs are general purpose feature extractors that are different from AEs that completely ignore the 2D image structure. Similar inputs will create similar neuron outputs in the hidden layer space. Depending on this feature, in this research, we used the CAE to transform the image into low dimensional vectors and then performed a further similarity comparison.
III. METHODOLOGY A. DATA PREPARATION
The data source for this study contains building and plot data of Nanjing City, China. Nanjing, as one of the provincial capital cities, is a historic city with both old and newly developed areas. The main city includes seven districts. The new district is to the west, and it is different from the older areas with respect to the urban form.
To limit the scope of research, we chose the morphology of residential plots as our research object for two reasons. First, urban morphology can be viewed from various geographical scales, such as the metropolitan area, city and neighborhood [33] . Based on the hierarchical method of subdividing urban forms, urban blocks consist of plots, which further consist of buildings. In other words, in the hierarchy of urban morphology, the plot is a connecting link between individual buildings and the city. The buildings in one plot belong to one stakeholder and are planned as a whole. Thus, the ''plot'' is always regarded as the basic cell of the city environment [34] . Second, because the morphology features between different functions vary so much in building style and utilization; however, plots with the same function often have similar statistical indicators, which may reflect the significance of morphological identification. Thus, in this research, the study unit is the ''plot'', and only the plots that are labeled ''residential plot'' are selected. After removing several plots that are under construction (judged by building floor radio <10%), 1976 residential plots were obtained.
Since all plots have to be scaled with the same scale ratio, if they are processed together, when the largest plot fits into the image, then the smallest plot will lose most of the details because of the resolution of the image. Furthermore, the wide size range might also cause the size to be the dominant feature during learning rather than other morphology patterns. Therefore, oversized and undersized plots are eliminated from the sample set. Measurements are performed based on the height and width of the smallest bounding box of the plot. The histogram shows that widths smaller than 20 are recognized as undersized plots while widths larger than 363 or heights larger than 354 are oversized plots (Figure 1) . Together, there are 89 oversized and undersized plots. After elimination, 1887 plots remain as samples.
Because the plot sizes still have a very large range, a further classification is performed to separate the plots into two groups of large and small plots. There are 1467 small plots and 420 large plots. Many of the small plots include only one building with a floor ratio greater than 80%. Thus, the large plots make more sense for inclusion when analyzing the urban fabric. The large plots are defined here as having twice the length of the bounding box than the small ones, and 420 large plots are chosen as the samples of this study. These plots are bounded by bounding boxes of the same size (Figure 2) . The area filled with black represents the building area inside the plot, whereas the white area represents the ground space. All the plans of the plots were scaled with the same ratio, and each center of the plot boundary was aligned with the center of the image.
All the plots were converted into rasterized images as the training data for the learning process. To limit the training time and RAM usage, the size of the image was selected as 64 * 64 pixels. Each pixel holds a float value ranging from 0 to 255 to represent a grayscale color. 
B. AUTOENCODER ARCHITECTURE
The parameter values for the autoencoder is shown in Table 1 . The architecture of the CAE consists of three core parts from input to output: encoder layers, fully connected layers and decoder layers. The core function of the encoder layers is reducing the dimension of the input data before the fully connected layer. There are 8 layers of staged convolutional layers and max pooling layers. The convolutional layer helps to extract features at different scales with its kernels. Each kernel is an n * n matrix containing weight values. A convolution operation is conducted on each input with a new filleted image as the output. In our network, the number of kernels in each convolutional layer is 16, 16, 8, and 8, and their sizes are 9 * 9, 7 * 7, 5 * 5, and 3 * 3. The max pooling layer helps to reduce the dimension of the filleted images. This layer divides the image into small subsquares, and each square contains 2 * 2 pixels. This operation picks only the largest value in each subsquare and creates a new image that is just one quarter of the input size. With 4 layers of the max pooling layer, the size of the input image decreases from 64 * 64 to 4 * 4. At the end of the encoder layer, the dimension of each image decreases from 64 * 64 * 1 = 4096 to 4 * 4 * 8 = 128.
The fully connected layers are used to perform further compression. There are 3 layers, and each layer contains 128, 3, and 128 neurons. The layer with 3 neurons is the bottle neck layer. The data output from the encoder is reshaped into a one-dimensional array.
The decoder layers perform an inverse operation to the encoder. These layers reform the 64 * 64 * 1 output image from 128 neuron outputs of the fully connected layer. There are 8 layers of stacked deconvolutional layers and upsampling layers (Figure 3 ).
C. CALCULATION PROCESSES
The calculation can be separated into two steps. The first step is the training step, and the second is the compressing step. In the training step, all figure-ground images are fed into the CAE as training data. The CAE will generate a corresponding output image according to each input image. Certain differences will occur between the input and output image, and they are called errors (Figure 4) . The goal of the training is to minimize the total errors between the inputs and outputs by adjusting weights in the neural network with the back-propagation training method. The training data are divided into a small group that contains 50 figure-ground images and trains the CAE for 5000 epochs. After training, the output images are already quite similar with the inputs, which can also be interpreted as the CAE acquiring the most significant features in the form of the combination of the weights.
In the compressing step, all figure-ground images are fed into the trained CAE again. The output values of the neurons in the bottleneck layer were collected as CFVs for comparison. The Euclidean distance between two vectors can represent the difference between original figure-ground images.
Combined with other features, CFV values can be used as feature vectors in other quantitative analysis tools, such as regression and clustering. The size of neurons in the bottleneck layer of the CAE can be adjusted as needed. A larger size can preserve more features and yields more concise representation of the original input.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the calculation, each image is assigned its own CFV, which can be used for a similarity comparison. For example, the plot with index 272 was assigned a CFV of ''−2.375, 0.153, −0.091''.
One-to-one correlations do not occur between the features of the input image and the CFV values. The effect of one feature can be distributed in these 3 values, and one value could be a combinational result of several features. All features are extracted, and their effects on the CFV are automatically balanced by the CAE according to their overall contributions during the encoding and decoding process. Therefore, the CFV should be considered as a whole rather than based on its components.
After discarding some plots with absent building data, 345 plots with CFVs and plot data were obtained in total. These 345 plots are the samples for the following analysis.
A. COMPARISON OF CVFS WITH CLASSICAL INDICATORS
To explain how CFVs can represent morphological features, six plots numbered 272, 321, 291, 1469, 336 and 212 are chosen to generate a similarity degree matrix. Their figure-ground images, CFV values and five other widely used statistical indicators are listed in Table 2 . The five statistical indicators are the ''plot size'', the plot ''edge length'', ''Size/Edge2'' (which describes the shape of the plot, i.e., whether it is more of a round shape or an irregular one), ''GSI'' and ''FSI''.
The Euclidean distances of the plots' CFVs can indicate the morphological similarity between them. The distances make up the similarity degree matrix shown in Table 3 . According to the values from Table 3 , we can conclude that plots numbered 272 and 321, 291 and 1489, 336 and 212 are pairs of the same morphological type. Plots 272 and 321 both have a type of slab and enclosed pattern building layout. Plots 291 and 1469 both have intensely lined up buildings. Plots 336 and 212 also have lined up buildings but with more sparse textures.
The plots with small CFV distances may have similar statistical indicators or may vary from each other considerably. For example, plots 336 and 212 have a small CFV distance, and they both have relatively low GSI values. Additionally, plots 291 and 1489 both have relatively low FSI values. However, recognizing urban fabric types based on statistical indicators or even two or more indicators at the same time may not be sufficient. For example, plots 321 and 336 both have medium GSI values and high FSI values, but they assume different fabric types.
Each statistical indicator can only reveal one aspect of the morphological feature and therefore cannot be used to describe the morphology independently. In the data source from Nanjing City, one of the most significant feature appears to be the size of the plot. The correlation between the CFV and the plot size is calculated based on the plot size and each vectors of the CFV, and it is represented by the R2 value (the coefficient of determination) between them ( Figure 5 ). The R2 values are 0.4433, 0.2931, and 0.3086, indicating a moderate correlation between plot size and the CFVs.
The CFV may also have relationships with the plot's edge length, orientation, shape, FSI, GSI and other indicators, although these factors are hard to perceive by visual observation of the 3D distribution. The influences are comprehensive and do not have a one-to-one correspondence. A more detailed quantitative calculation of the relationship and weight of the CFV values will be discussed in future papers.
B. HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER OF THE SAMPLE PLOTS BASED ON CFV VALUES
To provide an overview of the sample plots' morphological features, unsupervised machine learning is performed for a similarity analysis of the whole set in this study. Specifically, we use the SPSS hierarchical clustering model to perform the analysis. This model has two advantages. First, there is no need to specify classification labels or the number of clusters beforehand. This approach avoids the weakness of some other commonly used clustering methods, such as K-means, which need to determine the number of clusters at the starting point. Second, the similarity of plots can be seen intuitively via a dendrogram. The dendrogram illustrates the arrangement of the clusters produced by the corresponding analyses [35] . Accordingly, the result of the hierarchical clustering is a multilevel hierarchical tree where clusters at one level are joined at the next level as a larger cluster. This method allows for flexible decisions of the level or scale of the clusters that is appropriate in application scenes. In this study, the dendrogram of the hierarchical cluster results is presented in Figure 6 . The Euclidean distance between each two vectors is calculated. Because the CFVs are three dimensional, this method is appropriate. The cluster method in the SPSS is chosen as ''average between-group linkage''. Because the dataset is relatively small, this unweighted average distance method can avoid extreme cases while restricting the computational cost.
The next step is to determine where to cut the dendrogram into clusters. The dendrogram rescales the actual distances to the realm from 0 to 25, thus preserving the ratio of the distances between steps. From Figure 10 , we can see that the number and distances of the clusters are not evenly distributed. Some of the plots have a number of similar plots, whereas some are unique and very few are similar. Thus, clustering plot morphology directly with the rescaled distances may not be sufficiently convincing since the plots in one cluster may not have enough similarity to define a morphological typology. Considering both similarity and discarding special cases, the clusters are determined according to both the rescaled distances and the number of cluster members. Therefore, in this study we selected plots with the rescaled distances smaller than 5 as the clusters. Smaller distances may reach higher a similarity within the clusters but decrease the representative meaning for interpreting urban environment, while larger distances may increase the difficulty of defining the morphological characteristics. This selection achieved a balance of accuracy and conciseness because the distances within each group are relatively small, and more than half of all the plots are clustered, excluding large deviations. Sixteen clusters are observed, including 162 plots. Considering other studies that use local climate zones with 17 types of urban fabrics, this number may be appropriate for performing urban interpretations.
C. CLUSTER CHARACTERISTICS AND URBAN MEANING INTERPRETATION
We can intuitively see that the plots belonging to the same cluster have morphological features in common. These features fall into different perspectives. For example, cluster 7 can be described as ''densely arrayed on a squarish plot'', and cluster 9 can be described as ''slab and enclosed arranged on a rectangle with a long north-south side''. The six plots that we analyzed above (in Table 2 ) as typical separately belong to clusters 9, 11 and 13.
If we evaluate the clustering results by statistical indicators and try to determine the weight, which will be contrary to our purpose. However, the plots that belong to one cluster do have some similar characteristics that can be measured by statistical indicators. The plots that belong to different clusters have different ranges of classical indicators. In other words, plots that present similar indicator values but belong to different clusters are associated with the inability of individual indicators to determine the morphology of a plot. Strictly speaking, similar indicators are neither sufficient nor necessary conditions to determine similar plot morphology. However, correlations are observed between them. Therefore, the calculation of cluster indicators is still meaningful.
Here, we examine the plot size and GSI as presented in Figure 7 . The two boxplots are the plot size and GSI properties of the 16 clusters. The deviation numbers in the chart are the plot numbers. The plots numbered 292,1425,575, 1333 and 1510 have the large deviations. The boxplots show that most of the cluster members have an indicator within a restricted range, and the range differs from that of the other clusters. In particular, the plot size of clusters 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and the plot GSI of clusters 4, 5, 6, 13, 15 and 16 are restricted to a small range. However, plots with similar statistical indicators may have different fabric characters. For example, clusters 7 and 11 have similar plot sizes but completely different shapes. Clusters 9 and 13 have similar GSI ranges, but the building number and arrangement are not similar.
Some of the clusters reflect statistical indicators while some are more associated with the morphological arrangement and shape. For example, the GSI range of cluster 14 is large, and the images show that the pattern of cluster 14 is an enclosure type with an empty yard in the middle area. The plots are northeast oriented and relatively squarish in shape. It demonstrate that On the other hand, if an indicator of one cluster significantly varies from the other indicator, then the most important features may also vary.
D. VISUALIZATION OF THE CLUSTERS
The sixteen clusters can be mapped to present the plot distribution in the city (Figure 8 ). Some clusters have a concentrated distribution, such as cluster 16. The plots in cluster 16 are located in the southwest part of the city, which is the new district that was constructed in the last 30 years. These plots have a similar construction time and take on a distinctively different fabric compared with that of the old city. This kind of fabric is new and restricted to a specific area of the city. Moreover, some clusters have a scattered distribution, such as cluster 7. The plots in cluster 7 are located in the vast areas of the city districts. This distribution indicates that the morphological features of cluster 7 have endured a long history of construction and thus can adapt to different site conditions and construction restrictions of different periods. The deduction of this mapping is not the theme of this paper; therefore, this aspect will not be further elaborated here. With more social and historical background information, other deductive explanations can be provided.
Because the length of the CFV we selected in this research was 3, these 3 values can also be mapped with the 3 coordinate values x, y, z in cartesian space (Figure 9 ). By locating each figure-ground image at its position in 3D space according to the CFV values, the distribution of plots can be examined intuitively.
E. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
The comparison between the CFVs and other fabric similarity analysis approaches are shown in Table 4 . The second column (bolded) is the approach that proposed in this study. The advantage of the proposed approach over the typomorphology and LCZ (typical of defining fabric patterns by artificial recognition) approaches is that this approach with CFVs is more quantitative and flexible. In addition, the method is performed automatically; thus, it saves effort and can address vast numbers of images. The advantage of this new method over other quantitative methods that integrate statistical indicators is that it includes several aspects of urban fabric criteria without the need to balance the weights.
The disadvantages of the method are also related to the highly automated process, which increases the difficulty of emphasizing the traits of a certain aspect by adjusting the weights. There are three main limitations to the technique.
First, since the plot was represented with the figure-ground image that only contains 2D information, all 3D information, such as the building height and building form, is lost. This problem can be overcome by adding one more dimension, namely, the grayscale dimension, to represent the building height in the figure-ground image or voxels instead of pixels to create a full 3D description of the plot. Second, during the training process, it is difficult to determine how many epochs are needed to obtain the best result. Lower errors do not guarantee better training results, but lead to over training. Only some empirical values can be followed for deciding the training epochs. Third, the CAE can only assign CFVs to the plot that has been trained in the training step. For newly added plots that need to be compared, they have to be added to the training data and the entire CAE has to be retrained because new plots may introduce new features that will affect the learning strategy of the CAE.
V. CONCLUSION
Urban fabric similarity analysis and classification represent a useful analysis framework in many urban studies, such as in the typo-morphological, predesign contextualization and urban microclimate fields. Quantitative description studies of urban fabrics provide a fundamental basis for in-depth city interpretation and have received considerable attention in urban morphology studies in recent years. Common quantitative approaches based on different philosophical perspectives of urban forms often consist of feature extractions, statistical calculations and weight decisions, which are used to obtain an integrated description of an urban fabric. The most disadvantage is its subjective judgments, which may be greatly influenced by the researcher's knowledge and experience.
In this research, a CAE deep learning model is used to develop the CFV indicator for quantifying urban plot fabrics. Residential plots from Nanjing, China are selected as the data source and converted in the form of 64 * 64 figure-ground images. Features in the images are extracted, weighted and composed into CFVs automatically during the learning process, which can avoid subjective judgments.
The proposed approach has been presented and verified with the data source, which contains 345 residential plots in Nanjing, China. The results show that this method can correctly extract morphological features of the figure-ground images. Compared with other statistical indicators, the CFV method is more accurate, comprehensive, and flexible in representing the morphological features. Unsupervised machine learning of the hierarchical cluster model and visualization by means of mapping and 3D space representations of the CFV results demonstrated the potential applications of intuitively studied morphological similarity with the CFV results. These basic findings demonstrated that the CAE model tool has the potential to serve as a basis for urban development interpretations and morpho-typology studies.
Future work will mainly focus on technical improvements and application scenes:
• Adding more dimension to the figure-ground image, by grayscale colors to indicate the building heights will be a feasible improvement of the model precision.
• According to specific scenes, the data source and CAE model could be modified. For example, the figureground image may include greater details to represent green spaces or plot borders.
• Additional data are required to implement the application of this new method, such as plot construction time, thermal performance, and housing price. With more profound data, the common social features of certain fabric types can be concluded.
• Combined with big data technology, it can exert its ability to process large amounts of data, and reveal more rules of urban construction and development at a larger scale.
